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An external magnetic field can change the current through an organic light-emitting diode and the

luminance it emits. Existing models predict that both phenomena have the same behaviour and,

therefore, a common origin; however, there are indications that they are not completely linked. As

a direct proof, we measured the magnetic field effect in multilayer organic light-emitting diodes

using Alq3 as emission layer. After successively adding blocking layers, we found a decrease of the

magnetic field effect on the current, whereas the effect on the luminance remained at the same

level. Thus, both effects can be separated from each other. VC 2012 American Institute of Physics.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.3696051]

The organic magnetic field effect (OMFE) was discov-

ered in 2003,1 when it was found that an external magnetic

field of a few 10 mT can affect the current and the electrolu-

minescence of an organic light-emitting diode (OLED) based

on Alq3 (tris(8-hydroxyquinoline)aluminium). In addition,

studies revealed that this effect also occurs in many other or-

ganic semiconducting materials based on small molecules or

polymers.2–4 Until now, the observed changes in current

range from about 1% to 25%, whereas the spread is to a

major part, a consequence of the dependence of the effect on

the degradation of a device.5

In the literature, the magnetic field effect on the lumi-

nance (organic magnetoluminance; OML) and the magnetic

field effect on the current (organic magnetoresistance; OMR)

are said to share a common origin, as both exhibit the same

behaviour, such as equal line shapes and full width at half

maximum.4,6,7 Therefore, the major part of the change in

luminance is regarded as being a consequence of the change

in current, and so the OML is often neglected. Nonetheless,

there are indications that both effects are not as closely

related as supposed.8

In the present work, we prepared OLEDs with different

electron transporting/hole blocking layers and investigated

the behaviour of current and electroluminescence in a mag-

netic field. It was found that the magnitude of the OMR can

be significantly reduced, if the injection of holes into the

electron transport layer (ETL) is prevented by a blocking

layer. Surprisingly, the corresponding OML was not affected

by the introduction of blocking layers. This suggests that

both effects are spatially separated and, therefore, have to be

considered as independent from each other. Furthermore,

this approach may offer a handle to design OLEDs that

respond to a magnetic field by a change of luminescence

without changing the electrical properties.

The devices examined in this article were prepared in a

clean-room using glass substrates covered with indium tin

oxide (ITO) purchased from Merck. The substrates were

structured by photolithography and then cleaned with several

solvent steps in an ultrasonic bath for 15 min each. After that

the ITO surface was treated with oxygen plasma and covered

with a layer of 30 nm poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene):

poly(styrenesulfonate) (PEDOT:PSS) applied by spincoat-

ing. The substrate was then transferred to a glovebox (O2

and H2O < 5 ppm) with an attached evaporation-chamber,

where the organic and metallic layers were deposited without

breaking the vacuum. After fabrication, the devices were

placed in a cryostat under high-vacuum conditions, where

the I-V-L (current-voltage-luminance) and the magnetic field

measurements were performed in. The cryostat was placed

between the poles of a Bruker B-E 15v electromagnet. The

electrical characterisation was performed with a Keithley

2400 sourcemeter, and the electroluminescence was detected

by a non-calibrated silicon photodiode and read out with a

Keithley 6514 electrometer. The orientation of the sample

surface was parallel to the applied magnetic field.

The value of the OMFE was determined with a method

suggested by Desai et al., which reduces the mistake due to

drift.9 For this purpose, the current before and after the appli-

cation of the magnetic field was measured in order to calcu-

late the average value of the zero-field current at the time of

the actual measurement of the OMFE. The value of the effect

is then obtained by the normalised current difference with

and without the magnetic field (DI/I¼ (I(B) � I(0))/I(0)).

The effect on the luminance is calculated analogously.

First, a device was fabricated where the PEDOT:PSS

is followed by a hole transport layer (HTL) of 70 nm

TPD (N,N0-diphenyl-N,N0-bis(3-methylphenyl)-1,10-biphenyl-

4,40-diamine) and a 70 nm layer of Alq3, which can be used as

an electron transport layer and a light-emitting layer (device

1). In addition to its hole transporting properties, TPD also

acts as an electron blocking layer.10 To provide electrical con-

tact, the organic layers were capped with 20 nm calcium and

100 nm aluminium acting as a cathode. The overlap of the

structured ITO and the metallic fingers yield pixels with a size

of 2� 2 mm2.

In order to alter the number of organic layers, in which

both electrons and holes are present, the different layers have

to be separated by blocking layers. The electrons are already

prohibited from reaching the hole transporting TPD layer,

thus, in device 1, both charge carriers are able to interact anda)Electronic mail: wolfgang.bruetting@physik.uni-augsburg.de.
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recombine in the Alq3 layer at a path of 70 nm. To suppress

the transport of holes into the whole electron transporting re-

gime of the Alq3, a second device was made, in which a thin

layer of bathocuproine (BCP) was introduced to divide the

Alq3 layer into two regions (device 2). Consequently, the

main section where electrons and holes recombine with each

other should be an Alq3 layer with a thickness of 10 nm, act-

ing as an emission layer (EML), followed by 2 nm BCP,

which acts as a hole blocker16 and, therefore, separates the

rest of the Alq3, which now acts as an ETL only with a thick-

ness of 60 nm. In a third device, the remaining 60 nm Alq3

ETL was replaced by a layer of BPhen (4,7-diphenyl-1,10-

phenanthroline) of the same thickness, whereas the rest of

the device stayed unchanged (device 3). This material can

conduct electrons but the transport of holes is suppressed.15

The schematic energy levels of all three devices are illus-

trated in Fig. 1.

I-V-L measurements have been performed as shown in

Fig. 2. By adding the above mentioned hole blocking layers,

the current through the different devices is successively

reduced and so is the luminance at a given voltage. This

could be a consequence of the space charge limited current,17

which is dominant in that type of device. Therefore, the total

current is reduced when less holes in the ETL are able to

compensate the electron space charge at the cathode. Device

3 displays a smaller leakage current than the other two, but

this does not affect the following measurements. For the

determination of the relative quantum efficiency, the lumi-

nance was divided by the current. Here, all three devices

reveal a similar behaviour (inset in Fig. 2).

The magnetic field measurements of device 1 show a

maximal OMR of 0.7% at 200 mT and a voltage of 4 V (see

Fig. 3). It is remarkable that the line shape is almost linear in

the considered interval. Although this is in contradiction to

the classical shape of the OMR,4 it can be explained with a

known positive high field effect (HFE), which is sometimes

superimposed on the normal OMFE.18,19 An OMR of 0.7%

may seem relatively low, but this is comparable to the obser-

vations in other publications, where in pristine devices val-

ues of about 1% have been found.9,20 In Figure 4, the

corresponding OML reaches up to 4.5% at 4 V and shows a

differing behaviour. Here, the full width at half maximum is

much smaller, and the influence of the HFE is less

pronounced.

It should, however, be noted that after an ageing pro-

cess, which is not shown here, the OMR of device 1 rose up

to 4% and the HFE nearly vanished.

The maximal OMR of device 2 only amounts to 0.2% at

200 mT, but as before the graph is dominated by the HFE.

The corresponding OML exhibits almost the same properties

as measured on device 1 before.

Finally, device 3 shows no OMR above a value of

0.01% at the same magnetic field and voltage. It is

FIG. 1. Schematic HOMO and LUMO levels of the devices under investiga-

tion. The values of the energetic levels have been taken from literature as

follows: PEDOT:PSS (Ref. 11), TPD (Ref. 12), Alq3 (Ref. 13), BCP

(Ref. 14), and BPhen (Ref. 15).

FIG. 2. (Color online) I-V-L measurements of the three different devices.

The inset shows the relative quantum efficiency.

FIG. 3. (Color online) OMR measurements at different voltages. The linear-

ity is caused by a strong high field effect.

FIG. 4. (Color online) OML measurements at different voltages.
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remarkable that here the OML still has a maximal value of

5.5%. It is, therefore, even more pronounced than in the

other two devices.

When comparing these measurements, it can be

observed that the maximal OMR of a continuous layer of

Alq3 is up to 0.7%. By inserting a small layer of BCP, this

value decreases to 0.2% and it vanishes when the original

ETL is completely replaced by BPhen at the side of the cath-

ode. In the case of the OMR, this behaviour can be explained

by the reduction of the path, where both types of charge car-

riers can interact with their counterpart.

In the first device, holes and electrons can interact at a

length of 70 nm; the consequence is a relatively high OMR.

Because of its blocking ability, the 2 nm layer of BCP in de-

vice 2 reduces the number of holes reaching the second Alq3

layer, which leads to a much smaller OMR. Nevertheless, in

this case, it seems that some holes are still able to pass the

BCP layer.

Finally, when replacing the Alq3 ETL by BPhen, this

small number of holes is additionally blocked. Thus, the

interaction between different charge carriers is limited to the

10 nm thin EML.

All three cases demonstrate that the reduction of the

zone in which holes and electrons can interact leads to a

strong reduction of the measured OMR signal. This reduc-

tion of the interaction, however, seems to have no influence

on the corresponding effect on the electroluminescence.

Here, all three devices show a similar OML, which has very

different line shapes compared to their respective OMR.

With respect to device 3, an OML even occurs when no

OMR can be measured at the same time.

All these findings lead to the conclusion that in these

devices the OMR originates from phenomena in the transport

layers, whereas the OML is caused by processes in the emis-

sion layer. So when both magnetic field effects are spatially

separated, they can act completely independently from each

other.

Previous investigations of the degradation behaviour

have also given a hint that OMR and OML could have differ-

ent origins.8 In consequence, we suppose that there could be

an additional mechanism that is responsible for the change

of the luminance.

A second finding of the present work is that an OMR

can only be observed, if electrons and holes are present at

the same time in a transport layer. This is in contradiction to

models that try to explain the magnetic field effect on the

current by the magnetic field dependent formation of bipolar-

ons during transport.21 According to these models, holes or

electrons in the separated HTL or ETL of device 3 should

also form bipolarons and, therefore, cause an OMR, which is

not observed. In addition, these models do not take into

account the OML. Changes of the electroluminescence in a

magnetic field would merely be a result of the current modi-

fication via the OMR. As has been demonstrated here, in all

three devices, the OMR and OML graphs differ in almost all

parameters. The magnitude is very different, and in device 3,

an OML can even exist without the presence of an OMR.

Furthermore, the OML shows no such distinct high field

effect as the OMR, and finally, the full width at half maxi-

mum of both effects also differs.

Currently, there is no agreement on one model that can

account for all aspects of OMFE in OLEDs. However, we

may speculate that a combination of different models could

be used to explain our observations at least qualitatively.

According to an electron-hole pair model, the OML can be

caused by magnetic field dependent cross sections for the

formation of singlets and triplets.1,22 In a device without

blocking layers, triplet excitons can then diffuse from the

EML into the ETL and interact with polarons, as it is

described in the triplet-polaron interaction model.9 Thus,

the magnetic field dependent density of the triplet excitons

has an influence on the transport of charge carriers and will

cause an OMR. The introduction of an energy barrier by

the blocking layer in device 3 would prevent this from hap-

pening and thus suppress the OMR without affecting the

OML.

In summary, we investigated a series of OLEDs where

the successive insertion of blocking layers restrains the holes

and electrons from interacting with each other on their way

through the organic semiconductors. It was found that this

restriction of the interaction results in a decrease of the mag-

nitude of the OMR, whereas the corresponding OML stays

almost the same in all cases. This, in addition with previous

findings, shows that OMR and OML can be spatially sepa-

rated, and therefore, they should rather be regarded as two

distinct existing effects.

Since the OMR is only measurable if holes and electrons

are able to interact with each other in one layer, a model that

is trying to explain the OMFE with only one type of charge

carrier can a priori not account for this finding. It is, there-

fore, more likely that the effect is of bipolar nature.

In further studies, the method shown here could be a

way to design OLEDs that allow for a separate observation

of only one of the two effects,. And it could also offer the

possibility to produce devices that show an enhancement of

their light output, due to a magnetic field, whereas the elec-

trical properties stay unchanged.
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